
 

 
 

 

 
 

Editor’s desk 
ANOTHER year come and gone means the 
AGM is just around the corner, February will be 
here before you know it. Now is the time to 
think about nominating for committee or one of 
the club’s many honorary positions that need to 
be filled to keep us going. If you have any 
burning issues for discussion, put them on the 
agenda.  
 Betty Willson is still the partner contact. She 
is an early riser and the best time to ring is often 
early in the morning, try 7 to 8 am on 3355-
2519.  
 Next year marks our 10th birthday, on the 
Ides of March (13th) to be exact. Not that 
Aranans need an excuse for a party, but the 
birthday bash will be something special.  
 That elusive club house should be another 
step closer to reality within another 12 months. 
We have almost $100 000 in kitty, and should 
have around $125 000 by the end of 1996. With 
the Bank of Qld prepared to lend an equal 
amount, we should be ready to build before our 
11th birthday.  
 A safe and happy Christmas to each and 
every Aranan; I hope to see you all at Arana in 
1996. 

Richard McLauchlan 
 

Management committee 
ITEMS of interest from the management 
committee meeting of 4 December include:  
 The 10th birthday plans are proceeding 
smoothly thanks to Alison and Deslei. The club 
will pay for the hall hire and drinks. With help 
from raffles, the lunch cost keeps dropping and 
should be less than $15 per person.  
 Unfortunately, we could not get the hall on the 
Sundays nearest to our birthday (10 or 17 March). 

Next best was 24 March and the hall was duly 
booked. Red point events will be held on the 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Sunday of the 
birthday week.  
 No response from the council as yet for added 
lighting/ security in the car park. The ABF 
provides limited liability insurance cover to all 
affiliated clubs. This has saved us $244 (just over 
half) on our insurance bill.  
 Current investment is $92 000 with $4 800 cash 
in hand.  
 Val Cran and Margaret Welldon have looked 
after the Tuesday refreshments for he last 2 years. 
Time for someone else to take over. Please 
nominate if you can assist.  
 The hall is in for more painting over the 
holidays. This time, the foyer, kitchen, toilets and 
meeting room will be done, hopefully before we 
re-start, but there may be some minor 
inconvenience.  
 The committee has recommended no change in 
our fee structure for 1996; ie, $10 joining, $15 pa 
($7.50 after 30 June), $3 table fees, $4 visitors.  
 The kitchen has a dishwasher and Don Cutmore 
put all our coffee cups through it recently. Carol 
Wilson suggested that we use it at each session. 
This would require someone to unload it and pack 
the cups away after play. Any volunteers. 
 

Melbourne cup 95 
IN October 1993, David and I began the first leg of 
our around Australia trip. Because we collected 
our caravan from the factory in Melbourne, 
Victoria was the first state that we covered and, 
with so many beautiful places to visit, the weeks 
rolled by very quickly.  
 One cannot be in Melbourne in November and 
not be affected by the excitement that is generated 
by the Melbourne Cup. Armed with umbrellas 
(surprise, surprise, rain had been forecast for the 
cup), our Nissan rubber-backed picnic blanket and 
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a back-pack that contained goodies such as paté 
and caviar, we boarded the “Flemington Express”, 
along with thousands of other enthusiasts.  
 What an experience and I wouldn’t have missed 
it for quids - sitting in the rain on our wet blanket, 
sipping on rain-diluted champagne and eating 
soggy biscuits while we watched the passing 
parade of nerds, hats and fashion statements.  
 Only for this one day of the year does our 
nation grind to a halt. Not to be outdone by other 
Brisbanites, our club hosted its annual cup party 
with a draw for partners. This year’s Tuesday 
student group are a lively bunch and display more 
aggression in their bidding than any other class 
before them.  
 Two of this group decided to “get with it” and 
donned hats for the occasion. Frank Hoult’s Tam 
o’ Shanter, boasting “St Andrews” embroidered on 
the front was surely out of their “Toys for Boys” 
catalogue. Caroline Black, not to be outdone by 
Frank, chose a medium brimmed straw hat that 
was most suitable for Qld weather. Punch flowed 
all day and was most welcome as the temperature 
crept up towards the high 20s. 

“They’re now at the barrier”, the race to begin 
As jockey and horse are vying to win. 
I drew “Young Hubert”, he’s bold and he’s brash 
Wren the starting gates opened, he was out like a 

flash. 
I pulled on the reins to steady his stride 
He really does give a challenging ride. 
I mustered my skills each time I did play 
But I failed to make contracts on Melbourne Cup 

day. 
We met “Ace Allan” at the second furlong 
He was ridden by jockey Barbara Armstrong. 
The bidding was spirited and at a hell of a pace 
There was no stopping them in the 16 board race. 
Bidding 5 of a minor, Allan thinks he’s in trouble 
When I pick up my pen and fire in a double. 
We defended with might, but do what we may, 
We scored us poor matchpoints on Melbourne Cup 

day. 
The finish draws high, we’re back in the field 
But not for a moment did we think to yield. 
It’s Bitomsky & Hooper, Pascoe and Box 
Who cross the line first and take off the pot. 
We don our chaff-bags for a beautiful feed 
And after the cup we all take our leave. 
Now before I conclude, I’d just like to say 
We had a great time on Melbourne Cup day. 

 Here is the hand that gave Hubert (S) and me 
(N) the poor matchpoints when Allan McIntyre 
(W, from the student class) and Barbara 
Armstrong (E) visited our table. 

  A J 10 6 4 2 
  A Q 7 4 
  9 3 2  
 Q 8 -- 7 3 
 K 5  10 9 8 3 2 
 Q 7 5  A 8 
 A K 7 5 3 2 K 9 5 Q J 6 4 
  J 6 
  K J 10 6 4 
  10 9 8   

 Everyone was in the bidding and after I made a 
confident 4S bid, Allan turned to me and said 
“you’ve told us to be aggressive in the bidding” 
and promptly wrote 5C on the bidding pad. I 
doubled of course, and Hubert, who had seen me 
go down in many contracts during the morning, 
elected to take a positive score rather than take the 
chance of another negative via my playing 5S.  
 Two North players made 11 tricks and most 
others 10, but no other E/W had found the great 
bid of 5C to be 2 tricks down doubled for -300. 
We collected 2S and 2H tricks but the D losers 
disappeared on the established H suit. A D lead 
would have defeated the contract by 3 tricks and 
secured a top for N/S, but I am sure the Director 
would have organised a swab test, had I found this 
most unlikely lead.  
 Talking about aggression, along came Frank 
Hoult (another student) playing with Hazel B. The 
travelling score card revealed that 14 of 16 Ss 
were allowed to play in Hs, making 10 tricks. One 
E/W stole the contract in 4D, but again, only one 
E/W played 5D - that’s right - dear old Frank (E) 
urged on by an “aggressive” Hazel B (W). 

  K 8 7 3 
  A 7 6 
  9 
 Q J 5 4 K Q J 9 4  A 10 9 6 
 Q 10 8  5 
 K 10 8  A Q 7 6 5 4 3 
 7 3 2 2 8 
  K J 9 4 3 2 
  J 2 
  A 10 6 5   

 Normally, I would double any cheeky opponent 
who dared to steal the contract from me, but I was 
feeling very frail by the time Frank arrived. My 
students had chewed me up and spat me out until I 
was a pitiful mess. It’s just as well I didn’t double 
because it would have been the ultimate 
humiliation as 11 tricks are cold on any defence. 
But we had a great time on Melbourne Cup day. 

Judy Valentine 
 
 



 

Northern Suburbs congress 
QUITE a large contingent of Arana members 
entered our northern neighbour’s congress, namely 
Betty Willson & Rita Wood, Muriel Anderssen & 
Blanche Slaughter, Carol Wilson (& Joan Schuh), 
Val Acklin (& Di Wilkinson), Joyce Rosser (& 
Joan Sargent), Joan Sadleir (& Enid Smith), and 
Helen McLauchlan & yours truly.  
 Qualifying produced a few odd results with 
some name players ending up in quite lowly finals; 
maybe the hot sticky weather fried a few. The 
honours went to Betty & Rita and Joyce & Joan 
who topped their sections in the second session 
and qualified for the Championship.  
 A tough Sunday morning session produced 
little joy for most of us, the odd disaster pushing 
us into the lower half of the fields. Carol & Joan 
were 5th in Consolation 1 at lunch so I declared 
Joan an honorary Aranan for the day and told them 
to carry our flag. Bad move; boy can I put the 
pressure on. Helen & I did have a good afternoon 
session. We took the honours against the ultimate 
Plate winners on the last round, scoring well for:   

21/S/All   S W  N E 
 6 3  1C 4S / / 
 Q J 9 8 2  / 

 7 4 
A Q 10 9 8 7 5 4 2 10 9 8 3 -- 
--  A K 6 5 4 
8 2  Q J 10 9 5 
5 4 K J K J 2 
 10 7 3 
 A K 6 3 
 A Q 7 6 

 South’s 1C was a Precision 16+, any suit. I (E) 
was quizzed about Helen’s 4S vul bid, to which I 
replied “she has a 5 loser hand with at least 7 
spades”. With no suit bid from south, north chose 
the natural lead of the HQ, the only suit allowing 
4S to make (a trump lead is also friendly, provided 
west exits with a D, end playing south for a C, D 
or H trick).  
 None of us finished in the money. Rita was a 
little shell-shocked after her first Championship 
final, but she, Betty and Joyce got 1 more bottle of 
champagne than the rest of us for their qualifying 
wins on Saturday. 

Richard McLauchlan 
 

Murphy’s laws of directing 
THE Director’s role is never easy, and I am 
certain that most of our Directors can relate to 
the following Murphy’s Laws (reproduced from 
the Director’s Bulletin, November 1995). 

 Law 1: If it is possible to foul the movement, 
the players will do so.  
 Law 2: The pair scoring on the wrong line are 
always the pair scoring in ink.  
 Law 3: The degree of attention paid by 
players to the Director’s announcements varies 
inversely with the importance of the 
announcement.  
 Corollary to Law 3: Within 5 minutes of 
announcing the starting time for the next session, 
approximately 20 players will come and ask 
“What time is the next session?”  
 Law 4: The board that is fouled in a teams 
event is never a flat board.  
 Law 5: When you are standing at the table 
looking for a specific Law in the book, you can 
never find it.  
 Law 6: Pleasing half the players half the time 
equals perfection.  
 Law 7: Your seeding is perfect if everyone is 
complaining about it. 
 

QCBC Swiss 
RITA Wood, Betty Willson, Helen & I played in a 
29 table Swiss pairs at QCBC. On a good day, you 
have no trouble with hands like: 

 3/S/EW and 7/S/All 
 A Q A J 7 2 
 A K Q J 4 A J 8 6 
 K Q 2 8 5 2 
 K 9 4 7 6 

 After 2 passes on board 3, I (N) did not want to 
open 1H and hear 3 no bids. Playing 3 loser 
opening twos, I should not open 2H; nor 2NT with 
the major; nor 3NT (1 point short). Knowing 
Helen would respond to 1C followed by a no bid, I 
opened 1C. E put a spanner in the works with a 
weak 2D, / /. Ok, 4H or 3NT? I chose 4H and was 
delighted to find 3Hs in dummy. Unfortunately 
(naturally), E led the AD and a low D (for a C 
back) was ruffed by W. The C return was won by 
E who led another D, ruffed for 1 down with 3 NT 
cold.  
 I was E on board 7 and heard 3 no bids. Do I 
open with 10 points, a flat hand and both majors? 
No. Bad decision! We have 19 to their 21 points, 
but we make 3D and 2NT while they go off in the 
majors, so a zero score is woeful. This was early 
and seemed to set the tempo for the whole day.  
 Betty and Rita fared a lot better. Despite 
Betty’s best efforts at revoking, not taking aces 
and generally mucking things up, they were in the 
top half of the field all day. 

Richard McLauchlan 



 

Queensland wide pairs 
THE 26 boards presented to Arana’s 14 tables in 
this year’s Qld wide pairs were trying. Most of us 
spent the night trying to pick the cold 22 point 
slams from the no chance 27 point games. Board 
19 seemed typical.   

19/S/E/W  S W  N E 
 Q 8 6 / 1H 2D 
 K Q 5 4 3 4H / / / 
  -- 
  K J 9 4 2 A Q 9 8 6 A 10 7 5 3 
  A 8  2 
  J 10 8 4  A Q 9 7 6 5 2 
  J 7 -- -- 
  J 10 9 7 6 
  K 3 
  K 10 5 4 3 2 

 After Bob (N) opened 1H, slam was possible if 
he held say HA HK CA CQ. Eventually, I decided 
that too many cards had to be just right and opted 
for a direct 4H bid. At least this stopped E/W 
finding their good S fit. When W won the opening 
H lead, thoughts of a slam disappeared; until Bob 
got the lead, cleared trumps and ran a string of Cs 
making 12 tricks. Note that E/W can make 6S or 
6D provided they pick the SQ correctly.  
 The commentary suggests that you have to have 
one of these in every set and, when in doubt, bid 
one more. All very fine when you had a similar 
hand at the previous table, bid up, got doubled, and 
went for 800! Three N/Ss found the 6H bid 
(Muriel Miller & Val Cran, Cynthia Jamie & 
Beverley Quine, Tony Agar & Gary Lynch) while 
1 E/W (Val Acklin & Betty Willson) found 6S, all 
making, most doubled. Graham Mahoney and 
Carol Wilson also deserve honourable mention for 
finding 5D E, making 12.  
 Winners on the night were visitors Bill Hunt & 
Larry Moses (N/S) and Val Acklin & Betty 
Willson (E/W). Thanks to Trevor Cullen for 
directing, and to Gay Hull (who also did the 
Australia wide pairs in October) for setting the 
boards. 

Richard McLauchlan 
 

Honour roll 95 
WINNERS of the major events in 1995 were: 
Pairs championship 
 Open: Val Acklin - Betty Willson. 
 Plate: Pam Horton - Jenny Lewis. 
President’s pairs 
 Open: Lorraine Martin - Noel Haysom. 
 Plate: Ailsa Smith - Merilyn Wright. 
 

Teams championship 
 Open: Trevor Cullen, Darryl Cullen, Merilyn 

Wright, Helen McLauchlan. 
 Hdcp: Philip Smith, Ailsa Smith, Paul Yates, 

Jan Rae, Lillian Kemp. 
Swiss teams 
 Open: Pam Horton, Jenny Lewis, Ailsa Smith, 

Merilyn Wright. 
 Hdcp: Deborah Dwyer, Rosemary Porter, Ted 

McGrath, Allan Box, Joan Sadleir, Anita 
Tindall. 

Most improved 
 Tue: Lorraine Martin. 
 Wed: Cynthia Jamie. 
Australia-wide multi pairs 
 Male: Bob Pearce - Richard McLauchlan. 
 Female: Pam Horton - Jenny Lewis. 
 Mixed: Jean Scobie - Darcy Brannfield. 
Gold point teams 
 Pam Horton, Jenny Lewis, Joyce Rosser, Joan 

Sargent. 
World-wide pairs 
 N/S: Trevor Cullen - Darryl Cullen. 
 E/W: Pam Horton - Richard McLauchlan. 
Australia-wide pairs 
 N/S: Trevor Cullen - Darryl Cullen. 
 E/W: Kath Rooney - Don Cutmore. 
Queensland-wide pairs 
 N/S: Larry Moses - Bill Hunt. 
 E/W: Val Acklin - Betty Willson. 
Arana congress 
 Arnold Remedios - Sue Moses. 
Arana vs Sunnybank teams 
 ARANA 
 

Important dates 
• Mon 11-12-13/12 Christmas breakup/ parties 
• Mon 8-9-10/1 Play resumes 
• Sun 14/1 Gold Coast teams 
• Wed 17-28/1 ANOT & AWT Canberra 
• Sat 3-4/2 Western Suburbs pairs (Toowong) 
• Wed 7/2 Annual General Meeting 
• Sun 11/2 Warwick Swiss pairs 
• Sun 11/2 Gympie Teams 
• Sun 11/2 QCBC novice pairs 
• Sat 17-24/2 QBA Gold Coast Congress 

 


